
English Home Learning – Term 1, Week 9, 2020 
 

Monday 30-03-2020 Tuesday 31-03-2020 Wednesday 01-04-2020 Thursday 02-04-2020 Friday 03-04-2020 
Phonics Phonics Phonics Phonics Phonics 

Phonics Play 
Flashcards - Phase 2 sounds 
Buried Treasure - +i 

Phonics Play 
Flashcards - Phase 2 sounds 
Picnic on Pluto - +n 

Phonics Play 
Flashcards - Phase 2 sounds 
Buried Treasure - +m 

Phonics Play 
Flashcards - Phase 2 sounds 
Picnic on Pluto - +d 

Phonics Play 
Flashcards - Phase 2 sounds 
Childs choice of activity/game 

Quick write 
at, sat, pat, tap, sap, it 

Quick write  
is, sit, pip, pit, tip, pip 

Quick write 
sip, in, nip, pin, tin, nap 

Quick write 
mat, map, Tim, sad, dad, sit 

Quick write  
dim, dip, din, did, Sid, gig 

Dictation 
I am Sam. 
Sam sat. 

Dictation 
I am Tip the cat. 

Dictation 
I sat in the pan. 

Dictation 
Tim is sad.  
A cat in a hat. 

Dictation 
Will a bell ding or dong? 
Is it dark on the moon? 

Reading Reading Reading Reading Reading 
SPLD Phonics Book 
Read aloud 
Oral retell 

SPLD Phonics Book 
Read aloud 
Oral retell  

SPLD Phonics Book 
Read aloud 
Oral retell 

SPLD Phonics Book 
Read aloud 
Comprehension Questions  

SPLD Phonics Book 
Read aloud 
Comprehension Questions  

Reading Eggs Reading Eggs Reading Eggs Reading Eggs Reading Eggs 
Writing Writing Writing Writing Writing 

List 2 nouns List 2 verbs List 2 nouns List 2 verbs  List 2 nouns  
Write a simple sentence for 
each noun listed. Check sentence 
using simple sentence checklist. 

Write a simple sentence for 
each verb listed. Check sentence 
using simple sentence checklist. 

Write a simple sentence for 
each noun listed. Check sentence 
using simple sentence checklist. 

Write a simple sentence for 
each verb listed. Check sentence 
using simple sentence checklist. 

Write a simple sentence for 
each noun listed. Check sentence 
using simple sentence checklist. 

 

Monday 06-04-2020 Tuesday 07-04-2020 Wednesday 08-04-2020 Thursday 09-04-2020 Friday 10-04-2020 
Phonics Phonics Phonics Phonics Phonics 



English Home Learning – Term 1, Week 10, 2020 
 

Phonics Play 
Flashcards - Phase 2 sounds 
Buried Treasure - +i 

Phonics Play 
Flashcards - Phase 2 sounds 
Picnic on Pluto - +n 

Phonics Play 
Flashcards - Phase 2 sounds 
Buried Treasure - +m 

Phonics Play 
Flashcards - Phase 2 sounds 
Picnic on Pluto - +d 

Phonics Play 
Flashcards - Phase 2 sounds 
Childs choice of activity/game 

Quick write 
at, sat, pat, tap, sap, it 

Quick write  
is, sit, pip, pit, tip, pip 

Quick write 
sip, in, nip, pin, tin, nap 

Quick write 
mat, map, Tim, sad, dad, sit 

Quick write  
dim, dip, din, did, Sid, gig 

Dictation 
I am a cat. 
I am a hen. 

Dictation 
I can see a pen. 
I can see a pig. 

Dictation 
Look at the dog.  
Look at the tin. 

Dictation 
A frog sat on a pin. 

Dictation 
My dog has fur on his tail. 
Can a toad hear? 

Reading Reading Reading Reading Reading 
SPLD Phonics Book 
Read aloud 
Oral retell 

SPLD Phonics Book 
Read aloud 
Oral retell  

SPLD Phonics Book 
Read aloud 
Oral retell 

SPLD Phonics Book 
Read aloud 
Comprehension Questions  

SPLD Phonics Book 
Read aloud 
Comprehension Questions  

Reading Eggs Reading Eggs Reading Eggs Reading Eggs Reading Eggs 
Writing Writing Writing Writing Writing 

Answer prompt using simple 
sentence/s. Check together for 
capitals, full stops and one idea. 

Answer prompt using simple 
sentence/s. Check together for 
capitals, full stops and one idea. 

Answer prompt using simple 
sentence/s. Check together for 
capitals, full stops and one idea. 

Answer prompt using simple 
sentence/s. Check together for 
capitals, full stops and one idea. 

Answer prompt using simple 
sentence/s. Check together for 
capitals, full stops and one idea. 

What is your favourite outdoor 
activity? Why? 

What is the best thing about your 
family?  

What are the top 3 things you love 
about school? Why? 

What is your favourite thing to 
eat? Why? 

If you could have any superpower 
what would it be? Why? 



 

 
Phonics Play 

A UK based website that compliments the synthetics phonics program ‘letters and Sounds’ that we 
teach at Millars Well Primary.  
Website link: https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/ Username: march20  Password: home 
 
Flash cards: Child to go through the flash cards and say the sounds out loud. Children can time 
themselves and set challenges for the next time they play.  
What to click: Phase 2 à Flashcards à Start à Phase 2 
 
Buried Treasure/Picnic on Pluto: Children sound and blend to read the words and decide where to 
put word based on whether it is a real word or a nonsense word.  
What to click: Phase 2 à Buried Treasure OR Picnic on Pluto à Nextà Phase 2 à 
Today’s focus sound, e.g +i 
 

 
 
 
 
Quick write 
Use the words provided for each focus sound. Read the words to your child and encourage them to 
sound them out before writing it down. 
Parent says – “sat” 
Child says – “s / a / t” and write the word 
 
Dictation 
Read the dictation sentence that is provided for the focus sound. Encourage your child to repeat the 
sentence orally before writing. Repeat the sentence several times and encourage your child to sound 
out any unknown words for your child to write out. 
 

Additional Phonics Learning 
Tricky Words   
Tricky words: are words that have phonemes that make a different sound to what your child has been taught so 
far. Eg, the word ‘her’ if sounded out may be decoded as /hair/ 
 

Phonics 

Real words =  

BOB 

Nonsense words = 

OBB 

Real words =  

Treasure 

Nonsense words = 

Trash 



 
Focus on one row of words at a time. Once your child is confidently reading and writing the words from the 
first row, move to the next row. 
 
Activities for tricky words:  

1. Read the tricky words and talk about the parts of the word that makes it tricky. 
2. Say the tricky words to your child. Your child writes the given tricky words down. 
3. Encourage your child to make sentences up using the tricky word. Say a number of sentences and have a 

go at writing some sentences out. 
 

Ph
ase

 3 he she we me be all 
was my you her they are 

 

Ph
ase

 4 said so do have like some when 
come were there little one out what 

     



 

 
 

SPLD Phonics Book 
Website link: https://www.speld-sa.org.au/services/phonic-books.html 
 
Read aloud: Read the same book for a week to build on accuracy and fluency. If your child is unsure 
of a word, get them to sound out the word and then blend the sounds together. If they cannot do 
this, model sounding out/blending of the word.  
 
Oral retell: Get your child to give you an oral retell of the events that occurred in the book. 
Encourage the sentence starters: In the opening, In the middle, In the end.  
 
Comprehension Questions: To check their literal understanding of the text, ask the 5Ws (Who, 
when, what, where, why). For example: 
• Who was the main character? 
• Why did __ happen? 

Encourage your child to answer in sentences. 
 
Extension: You may wish to print and complete the worksheets available on this site as additional 
work. 
 
Reading Eggs 
Website link: https://readingeggs.com.au/login1/ Login details: Contact teacher if unknown 
Get your child to log in (make them type their name and password as it is good typing practise) and 
complete one lesson.  
Extension: Login in via the above link, instead of using Reading Eggs use Reading Eggspress.  
 
Please remember to encourage your child to read for enjoyment and to read to your child.  
Also, don’t forget to be filling out your child’s reading log, every night counts!!

Reading 



 

 
 

Students are currently focusing on writing accurate simple sentences. A simple sentence has a noun 
(person, place or thing), a verb (shows action) and one complete thought/idea. For example: 
The cat sat on the mat. 
Always get your child to orally learn their sentence before attempting to write. 
Get your child to use the below checklist to check if their simple sentence has all the correct parts.  

 
 
Extensions: 

1. Improve a simple sentence by adding adjectives (describes nouns) and/or adverbs (describes 
verbs). For example: 

The fat cat quietly sat on the blue mat. 
2. When your child is writing a few simple sentences in a row accurately, move on to compound 

sentences. A compound sentence is two simple sentences joined with a conjunction. For now, 
only use the conjunction and. For example: 

The fat cat quietly sat on the blue mat, and he ate his dinner. 
3. Instead of handwriting sentences, get your child to type them. 

 
Additional option: 
Encourage your child to write daily for pleasure (one sentence, ! a page, a novel, however much 
they wish). You could give them prompts to guide the topic of their writing if they get stuck. For 
example: 
• If you could have a super power what would it be and why? 
• What do you think your teacher is doing today? 
• When I grow up, I want to be…  
• Give a picture prompt (a good site for this is: http://www.pobble365.com/  

Writing 


